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Abstract—This paper presents an improved ant colony optimization (IACO) for solving the reliability redundancy allocation problem (RAP) in order to maximize system reliability. To improve the performance of ACO algorithm, two additional techniques, i.e. neighborhood search, and re-initialization process are presented. To show its efficiency and effectiveness, the proposed IACO is applied to solve three RAPs. Additionally, the results of the proposed IACO are compared with those of the conventional heuristic approaches i.e. genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO) and ant colony optimization (ACO). The experimental results show that the proposed IACO approach is comparatively capable of obtaining higher quality solution and faster computational time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Reliability optimization is very important in the real world system such as electric power, communication, and computer systems. Normally two major methods have been used to achieve higher system reliability. The first method is increasing the reliability of system components, the system reliability can be improved to some degree, but the required reliability enhancement may be never attainable even though the most currently reliable elements are used. The second method is using redundant components in various subsystems, this method requires one to choose the optimal element combination and redundancy-levels; the system reliability can be also enhanced, but the cost, weight, volume, etc. will be increased as well. Such problems of maximizing system reliability through redundancy and component reliability choices are called the “reliability-redundancy allocation problem”. The redundancy allocation problem (RAP) may be the most common problem in the design for reliability approach [1]. It involves setting reliability objectives for components or subsystems in order to meet the resource consumption constraint, e.g. the total cost. Hence, RAP is becoming an increasingly important tool in the initial stages of or prior to the planning, designing and control of systems. The reliability design problems include the integer problem and mixed-integer reliability problem. The major focus of recent work in the RAPs has been on the development of heuristic/meta-heuristic algorithms for redundancy allocation [2], [3]. But a few approaches were proposed for the mixed-integer reliability problems of optimizing both the redundancy and component reliability [4] in literature. These system reliability problems are either subjected to the linear constraints or to the nonlinear constraints [5], [6].

Recently, an ant colony optimization (ACO) approach has been proposed [7], [8] and successfully applied to the combinatorial optimization problem such as traveling salesman problem (TSP) [9], [10], quadratic assignment problem [11], vehicle routing problem [12] and job-shop scheduling problem. Therefore, this paper presents an improved ACO to solve RAPs where formulated as maximizing reliability subject to cost constraint. This improved ant colony optimization (IACO) which introduces addition improvement procedures, i.e. neighborhood search and re-initialization.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II, problem formulation and assumptions of system is described. In Section III, basic principle of convention ACO, application of ACO for solving RAP, principle of a proposed IACO approach and its application to this problem are presented. Section IV, illustrative examples and simulation results are given. Finally, discussion and conclusion are revealed in Section V.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Acronyms and Notations

**Acronyms**

ACO ant colony optimization
IACO Improved ant colony optimization
GA genetic algorithm
PSO particle swarm optimization
RAP redundancy allocation problem
TSP traveling salesman problem

**Notations**

- $n$: number of subsystems (units)
- $m$: number of constraints
- $i$: index for subsystem (unit), $i = 1, 2, ..., n$
- $j$: index for redundancy values
- $r_i$: reliability of a component for system (unit) $i$ that uses identical redundancy
- $x_i$: variable to denote redundancy at subsystem (unit) $i$, $x_i \in \mathbb{Z}^+$
- $x_{ij}$: $j$ th value of $x_i$
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x = (x₁, x₂, ..., xₙ) a general solution vector

x* final best feasible solution

lᵢ lower limit of xᵢ

l = (l₁, l₂, ..., lₙ) lower limit vector

Nᵢₒ = [lᵢ, lᵢ + 1, ..., uᵢ] set of initial redundancy levels for subsystem (unit) i

Nᵢ set of available redundancy levels for subsystem (unit) at an iteration, Nᵢ ⊆ Nᵢₒ

S = ∏ₙᵢ=1 Nᵢ number of elements in set A

B. Redundancy Allocation Problem

The system consists of n units or subsystems. In subsystem i, at least lᵢ number of active components are required to function, which constitutes the lower bound of the redundancy level for that subsystem and is pre-specified. The upper bound uᵢ of the redundancy level for the unit i is either given in advance or can be obtained by solving the system constraints, if linear.

To solve a RAP is all about to find the optimal allocation of components which maximizes reliability of the system satisfying the given resource constraints. The problem can be formulated as the following non-linear integer-programming problem [13].

Maximize

Rᵢ(x) (1)

Subject to

gᵢ(x) = ∑ₙᵢ₌₁ gᵢₙ(xᵢ) ≤ hᵢ, y = 1, 2, ..., m

lᵢ ≤ xᵢ ≤ uᵢ, i = 1, 2, ..., n

lᵢ, uᵢ, xᵢ ∈ Z⁺ i = 1, 2, ..., n

Assumptions

(1). The system and all its subsystems are s-coherent.

(2). The states of the components are mutually s-independent, i.e., the failure of a component is independent of that of others.

(3). The components and the system can have only two states viz. good or failed.

(4). Failed components do not damage the system and are not repaired.

(5). Component attributes such as reliability, cost, weight etc. are fixed.

III. IMPROVED ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION

A. Basic Principle of Ant Colony

Inspired by the collective behavior of a real ant colony, Marco Dorigo first introduced the Ant System (AS) in his Ph.D. thesis [1992] and the study was further continued by Dorigo et al. [7], [8]. The characteristics of an artificial ant colony include positive feedback, distributed computation and the use of a constructive greedy heuristic. Positive feedback accounts for rapid discovery of good solutions, distributed computation avoids premature convergence and the greedy heuristic helps to find acceptable solutions in the early stages of the search process. In order to demonstrate the AS approach, the authors apply this approach to the classical TSP, asymmetric TSP, quadratic assignment problem (QAP) and job-shop scheduling. The AS shows very good results in each applied area. More recently, Dorigo and Gambardella have worked on extended versions of the AS paradigm. ACO is one of the extensions and has been applied to the symmetric and asymmetric TSP with excellent results [9], [10]. The Ant System has also been applied with success to other combinatorial optimization problems such as the vehicle routing problem [11].

ACO is an algorithm which was inspired by the behavior of real ants. Ethologists have studied how blind animals such as ants capable of finding the shortest path from food sources to the nest without using visual cues. They are also capable of adapting to changes in the environment. For example, finding a new shortest path once the old one is no longer feasible due to a new obstacle. The studies of ethnologists reveal that such capabilities are essentially due to communicating information among individuals regarding path to decide the direction. Ants deposit a certain amount of pheromone while walking and each ant probabilistically prefers to follow a direction rich in pheromone rather than a poorer one [12].

B. ACO for Solving RAP

The ACO approach to redundancy allocation in complex systems involves a colony of artificial ants moving on each unit by selecting redundancy levels. Each ant represents a design of the entire system, a collection xᵢ of components in parallel (lᵢ ≤ xᵢ ≤ uᵢ) for n units. Thus, a complete solution (ant) is a vector x = (x₁, x₂, ..., xₙ).

In general, the procedure of ACO algorithm can describe as follows: m ants are initially positioned at the nest. Each ant will choose a possible route as a solution. In fact, each ant builds a feasible solution (called a tour) by repeatedly applying a stochastic greedy search, called, the state transition rule. Once all ants have terminated their tours, the following steps are performed:

The amount of pheromone is modified by applying the global updating rule. Ants are guided, in building their tours, by both heuristic information and pheromone information. Naturally, a redundancy level with a high amount of pheromone is a desirable choice. The pheromone updating rules are designed so that they tend to give more pheromone to edges, which should be visited by ants.

The detail of ACO algorithm can be described in the following steps [14].

Step I Initialization

Set NC = 0 /* NC: cycle counter */

For every combination (lᵢ).

Set an initial value τᵢ(0) = τ₀ and Δτᵢ = 0
Step 2 Construct feasible solutions
For $k=1$ to $m$ /m: number of ants/
For $i=1$ to $n$ /n: number of subsystems/
Choose a redundancy level with transition probability given by (3).
End
Evaluate objective function
Check constraints
End
Update the best solution
Step 3 Global updating rule
For every combination $(i,j)$
For $k=1$ to $m$
Find $\Delta r_{ij}^k$ according to (7)
End
Update $\Delta r_{ij}$ according to (6)
End
Update the trail values according to (5)
Update the transition probability according to (3)
Step 4 Next search
Set NC = NC+1
For every combination $(i,j)$
$\Delta r_{ij} = 0$
End
Step 5 Termination
If (NC < NCmax)
Then
Goto step 2
Else
Stop
End

1. State Transition Rule
The state transition rule of the ant colony is given in (3). This equation represents the probability that ant $k$ selects a redundancy level $j$ for subsystem $i$:

$$p_{ij}^k(t) = \frac{[\tau_{ij}(t)]^\alpha[\eta_{ij}(t)]^\beta}{\sum_{m=1}^M [\tau_{im}(t)]^\alpha[\eta_{im}(t)]^\beta}$$

where $\tau_{ij}$ is the pheromone intensity and $\eta_{ij}$ is the heuristic information between subsystem $i$ and redundancy level $j$, respectively. In addition, $\alpha$ is the relative importance of the trail and $\beta$ is the relative importance of the heuristic information. The problem specific heuristic information is:

$$\eta_{ij} = \frac{1}{C_{ij}}$$

where $C_{ij}$ represents the associated cost. Therefore, the redundancy level of subsystem with smaller cost has greater probability to be chosen.

2. Global Updating Rule
During the solution construction, it is no guarantee that an ant will construct a feasible solution, which obeys the reliability constraint. The pheromone updating treats the unfeasible solution. The amount of pheromone, deposited by ants, is set to a high value if the generated solution is feasible.

On other hand, this value is set to a low value if it is infeasible. Therefore, this value depends on the solution quality. Infeasibility can be handled by assigning the penalty which proportion to the amount of reliability violations. In case of feasible solution, an additional penalty is introduced to improve its quality.

Following the above remarks, the trail intensity is updated as follows:

$$\tau_{ij}(new) = \rho \tau_{ij}(old) + \Delta \tau_{ij}$$

$\rho$ is a coefficient such that $(1-\rho)$ represents the evaporation of trail and $\Delta \tau_{ij}$ is:

$$\Delta \tau_{ij} = \sum_{k=1}^m \Delta \tau_{ij}^k$$

where $m$ is the number of ants and $\Delta \tau_{ij}^k$ is given by:

$$\Delta \tau_{ij}^k = \begin{cases} Q \cdot \text{penalty}_{ij} \cdot C_i \quad \text{if the kth ant chooses redundancy level j for subsystem i} \\ 0 \quad \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

where $Q$ is a positive number, and $\text{penalty}_{ij}$ is defined as follows:

$$\text{penalty}_{ij} = \left( \frac{C_j}{C^*} \right)^a$$

$C_k$ is the cost obtained by the $k$th ant, $C^*$ is the best obtained solution. Parameter $a$ represents the relative importance of penalties.

C.IACO for Solving RAP
A major weakness of conventional ACO algorithm is stagnation that is all ants take the same position. If this problem situation occurs, the algorithm may be trapped in a local optimal point. To alleviate the stagnation problem of conventional ACO algorithms, two improvement procedures are applied in order to improve the ant colony optimization method to guarantee the diversity of ants. This approach is called improved ant colony optimization (IACO). The additional procedures are a specific improvement algorithm (called neighborhood search) and re-initializations [14].

The neighborhood search algorithm is shown at step 3 in IACO’s algorithm, and it proceeds to change in turn each redundancy level of chosen subsystem by another redundancy level. For each subsystem, redundancy levels are indexed in ascending order in accordance with their reliability. A solution $S = \{u,v,\ldots\}$ indicates that subsystem 1 uses redundancy level with index $u$, subsystem 2 uses redundancy level with index $v$, etc.
During searching, the search process gets the repeated solution for a long time. That means the process could not be found the better solutions or escaped from this solution. So this solution could be either a local or global solution. In case the global solution is known, the search process will be stopped as it has been gotten the best solution. On the other hand the global solution is unknown. The algorithm will assume that this solution is a local solution. If the process is stroke on local solution for a long time, the re-initialization process will be applied. This mechanism helps the process to continue searching and find the better solutions.

The detail of IACO algorithm can be described in the following steps.

**Step 1 Initialization**
Set NC = 0 /* NC: cycle counter */
Set an initial value $\tau_0(0) = \tau_0$ and $\Delta \tau_0 = 0$

**Step 2 Construct feasible solutions**
For $k=1$ to $m$ /* m: number of ants */
For $i=1$ to $n$ /* n: number of subsystem*/
Choose a redundancy level with transition probability given by (3)
End
Evaluate objective function
Check constraints
End
Update the best solution
End

**Step 3 Apply the neighborhood search**
For $k=1$ to $m$
For $i=1$ to $2^m$
If $i$ = odd
Change the chosen redundancy level of subsystem $i$ with level $p$ by level $p+1$
Else
Change the chosen redundancy level of subsystem $i$ with level $p$ by level $p-1$
End
End
Update the cost $C_k$
If $C_k \geq C_o$
Except for exchanging
Record the obtained solution
Else
Do not except for exchanging
End
Update the cost $C_k$
End

**Step 4 Global updating rules**
For every combination $(i,j)$
For $k=1$ to $m$
Find $\Delta \tau_{ij}$ according to (7)
End
Update $\Delta \tau_{ij}$ according to (6)
End
Update the transition probability according to (3)
**Step 5 Next search**
Set NC = NC + 1
For every combination $(i,j)$
$\Delta \tau_{ij} = 0$
End

**Step 6 Re-initializations**
If the best solution has not been improved for a long time
Then
Set an initial value $\tau_0(0) = \tau_0$
End
**Step 7 Termination**
If (NC < NC\text{max})
Then
Goto step 2
Else
Print the best feasible solution
Stop
End

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND COMPUTATIONS

To evaluate the performance of proposed approach in solving the mixed-integer nonlinear reliability design problems, three test problems are solved. We conducted tests on the fixed data problems involving 4 and 5-unit complex structures subject to linear constraints [15] as well as a 4-stage series system [15] with non-linear constraints. All optimization methods (GA, PSO, ACO, and IACO) were implemented in MATLAB® package and the simulation cases done on an Intel® Core2 Duo 1.66 GHz Laptop with 2 GB RAM under Windows XP. Each studied systems was run 30 times with differential random initial solutions. In order to evaluate the performance of each technique, the best, worst, average, and standard deviation of the generation costs and the average of computational time to get near optimum solution are used for evaluation.

**Example 1**: 4-Unit system (Fig. 1) with two linear constraints. The problem data is given in Table I.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>{{$i$}}</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{{$r_i$}}</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{{$c_i$}}</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{{$w_i$}}</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maximize $R_i(x) = R_1 + Q_1R_2R_3 + Q_1R_2R_3Q_4$
subject to
$g_1 = \sum_{i=1}^{4} c_i x_i \leq 30$
$g_2 = \sum_{i=1}^{4} w_i x_i \leq 40$
$x_i \in Z^+, \ i=1,2,3,4.$
Example 3. 4-Stage series system with non-linear constraints [16] Consider a 4-stage series system. Stage 1 does not allow component redundancy, but choosing a more reliable component at that stage can enhance its reliability. There are six component choices with reliabilities \( r_1(1), r_1(2), \ldots, r_1(6) \) at stage 1. The stages 2 and 4 have identical redundancies in parallel. However, stage 3 has a 2-out-of-\( n \) configuration.

Maximize \[ R_s(x) = \prod_{i=1}^{4} R_i(x_i) \]

Subject to
\[
\begin{align*}
g_1(x) &= 10 \exp \left( \frac{0.02}{1 - R_i(x_i)} \right) + 10x_2 + 6x_3 + 15x_4 \leq 150 \\
g_2(x) &= 10 \exp(0.5x_1) + 4 \exp(x_2) + 2(x_1 + \exp(0.25x_3)) + 6x_4^2 \leq 750 \\
g_3(x) &= 40x_2^2 + 6x_3^2 + 3x_3 \exp(0.25x_5) + 8x_4^2 \leq 750
\end{align*}
\]

\( x_i \geq 0, i = 1, 2, \ldots, 4 \), where stage reliabilities are 
\( R_i(x_i) = 0.94, 0.95, 0.96, 0.965, 0.97, 0.975 \), for \( x_1 = 1, 2, \ldots, 6 \), resp.

\[
R_3(x_2) = 1 - (1 - 0.75)^{x_2} = 1 - (0.25)^{x_2}
\]

\[
R_4(x_4) = 1 - (1 - 0.95)^{x_4} = 1 - (0.05)^{x_4}
\]

The best feasible solution found is \( x^* = (3, 3, 5, 3) \) for which \( R^* = 0.944447 \). Table V summarizes the results of the computation time of the algorithm.

### Table V. Results of Example 3 using four algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Std.</th>
<th>CPU Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>0.9494447</td>
<td>0.935039</td>
<td>0.935039</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>0.9494447</td>
<td>0.942636</td>
<td>0.942636</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACO</td>
<td>0.9494447</td>
<td>0.935039</td>
<td>0.935039</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IACO</td>
<td>0.9494447</td>
<td>0.944447</td>
<td>0.944447</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The comparison results of the proposed IACO with other three methods (GA, PSO, and ACO) are given in Tables II, IV and V. The results show that the IACO succeeds in finding the best solution. The maximum, average, and minimum reliability achieved by IACO for 30 runs are much better than those of other methods. Besides, the lowest standard deviation (Std.) and the average computational time indicate that IACO has performance higher robustness and faster than other methods.

### V. Conclusion

In this paper, the proposed IACO algorithm has been proposed to solve the reliability allocation problem. To improve the search process, two techniques, i.e. neighborhood...
search and re-initialization are added to the ACO. Three examples of RAP have been used to evaluate the performance of IACO. Additionally, the results of IACO are compared with those obtained by the conventional heuristic approaches, i.e. GA, PSO and ACO. Studied results confirm that the proposed IACO is much superior to other conventional methods in terms of high-quality solution, stable convergence characteristic, and good computation efficiency.
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